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Day 17 Greenest Challenge

Creating a Self
Care Sanctuary!

My Pinterest Board
For My Self Care Desk Sanctuary

Why These Items?
With wellness and sustainability in mind, I looked for things that would benefit my
happiness and health as well as last a long time. I considered what I already had as well,
but looked at my items in a new way.
Himalayan Salt Rock Lamp: The glow from this lamp is warm and soothing.
The Himalayan salt is supposed to improve your mood and sleep habits
among other things.
I chose a pillow and comfortable chair so that I can be cozy and warm while I'm
in my sanctuary.
The art I chose I a poster that says chill out because I like the design and vibe. I chose
some art depciting planet earth to remind me why I'm doing what I'm doing. And
other small wall art pieces that boost my mood because I enjoy looking at them.
A diffuser and incense are here because smelling nice things can improve your
mood and energy and there are many different scents and benefits to choose from.
I included a few images of desks that already look cozy and comforting and a place that I would want
to spend time. I want to base my own desk space off of these pictures by including art materials,
plants, journals, and small amounts of my school things. These are all things that can bring me joy.
Especially plants, I feel like their presence boosts my mood and livens up my room and sanctuary
space.

My Own Self Care Sanctuary at my Desk

Reflection:
I am absolutely in love with the space that I've
created. I put together all my favorite colors and
things into one space that I can now go to to relax
and enjoy myself whether that be with art, reading,
or even for zoom calls, it will be a comforting and
relaxing set up to ease away the stress of online
school. It was fun setting up my space and
comforting in a way. I incorporated so many of my
favorite things and I included a diffuser with
relaxing scents so that when I sit here in my cozy
chair at my desk I become happier and more calm. I
can't wait to come here to work on Project Green
Challenges too!

